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J a n u a r y 1 6 ,1 9 9 1

C onflict in the
G ulf Intensifies
I!\ Tom Scholten

News Writer
With January IS p a t, and
President Rush having achieved
authorization from congress to
use force to expel Iraq from
Kuwait, tfic outlook for a peace
ful solution to the Persian Gulf
conflict has grown dim.
Brent Scowcroft, President
Bush's National Security adviser
has said January 15 is not an at
tack day at all but an authoriza
tion dale to use force.
The projected U.S. military
strength ;n Saudi Arabia would
be around 450,(XX) trexips, 2,9<X)
tanks, and 1,100 aircraft, by the
January 15 deadline.
II and when war erupts, the
U.S. would find itself contribut
ing at least 70 percent of the
money and material to support a
conflict in the gulf region. Like
wise, the U.S. would supply
roughly the same percent of
troops to the United Nations coa
lition.
Professor Robert Junn of
Grand Valley’s Political Science
department feels that if Saddam

comply with tire January 15
U.N. deadline.
Junn said that in the event of
war, Iraq’s military capability
would probably be completely
destroyed, and 10,(XX) or more
Iraqi troops could be killed.
In the event Hussein wanted
to open negotiations after Janu
ary 15, President Bush should
not yield to meet after the dead
line, Junn said. Junn felt that if
this situation did occur, the
U.N. would play a larger role in
the diplomatic talks.
Junn went on to say that the
U.S. led multi-national coali
tion, is a brilliant performance
by President Bush that came at
the right time. This is attribut
able to the end of the cold war
where polarized political ideol
ogy has dominated for the past
35 years.
The coalition is a significant
achievement in international af
fairs because it marks the first
time since World War II that
the U.S. and the Soviet Union
have both sided together on an
international conflict. By hav
ing both of the superpowers

Hussein is a rational decision
maker, he wall line! some wav to

See CONFLICT p 2

Essence Editor and
Theologian Each Present
Lectures as Part of Martin
Luther King Week
By (i \ SI Public Relations
( irnnd Valiev Slate I invcrsitv
is sponsoring two Iree lectures
h> a noted theologian and the
editor ol Essence magazine as
part of a week-long celebration
in honor of Martin Luther King,

Jr
Susan L. Taylor, cditor-inehief of Essence magazine, will
qx'ak Friday, January IS, from
1:30 - 2:30 p m. in the Prome
nade Deck ol the Kirkhof Cen-
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lei
Samuel D Piovlor, prolessor
cmeiiius Ik >in Rutgers Univer
sity and pastor emeritus of the
Abyssinian Baptist Church of
New York Cits, and an acquain
tance ol Dr King, will lecture
Monday, Jamjars 21, from 2 3:50 pan. in the Kirkhof Center
Promenade.
Taylor will be the guest
speaker lor the Women s Day
program ol the King celebration.
She has (veil editor in-chief ol
Essem e since IRK I, and vice
president ol Essence Communi
cations, Inc. since 1BK6.
I (trough her monthly column
"In the Spun," her extensive
travels, ami life experiences,
lav lor has become an inspira
tion to millions ol A tricanAmericans, who see her as a liv
ing symbol ol what Essence is
about.
1he magazine has a
monthly readership of almost 4
tin Ilic 'ii |ho iple

Bobbie Rosenkranz, whose son is currently serving in Opperation Desert Sheild, PHOTO BY BOB o x n i:y
catches up with marchers at the Fountain St. Church after talking with reporters just after a march
commemorating Martin Luther King. Jr. I he march was held downtown Grand Rapids on Months,
planing at the Eberhard Center, and ending in a menu trial service at the Fountain Street Chufi h
J
Taylor’s speech is titled
“ Keeper of the Dream: Black
Women in the ’BOs." Her ap
pearance is sponsored by the
GV.SU Martin Luther King, Jr
Committee: the G V S U A ca
demic Resource ('enter, G V SU
School of Communications,
Davenport, Aquinas, and Calvin
colleges, The Grand Rapids
Press, and Wonderland Business
Forms ol Grand Rapids.
Proctor is currently an adjunct
professor at the United Them
logical Seminary in Ohio, the
schools ol Theology at both Bos
ton University and Virginia UnSee \1 KING p 2

Eating Disorder Seminar
By Deb Schultz

News Writer
Information on eating disor
ders like anorexia, and bulimia
will be given through an in
service seminar sponsored bv
forest View Hospital.
The
seminar will be held in the
Kleiner Commons room B. on
January 22.
Signs and symptoms of ano
rexia and bulimia, questions and
answers, and information on
how to get help or help others

with an eating disorder will be
covered during the seminar
scheduled to begin ai 4:00 p m
Forest View Occupational
Therapist and leader ol the scim
nar, Jorrene Iobin eoinmeiue I
"The purpose of Forest \ ieu
in-scmcc program is to get nm
informed people educated ahou;
eating disorders and the pieven
tion or treatment ot them
“ We are trying to I, i ;y ,.p ,
know that there aie h u i . o , m.
in die commuml
ke those ol
See 1 \ 11 \ ;
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By Jennifer Wigger
New, Writer
* "

The Joseph Stevens Freedom Endowment Fund
stated in his name in
'■ffie tM q ih Stovcri,
te
<16m Endowment Fund was voted
to
the
0
established and formally an- community. The sole
nounced at a ceremony on pose of this fund is to
November 9, 1990, when Jo- a lecture series focusing on
seph Stevens was presented the Nazi genocide and the
with the first GVSU Special consequences o f racism and
Award of Merit.
prejudice.
When the Nazis occupied
it is hoped that the lecture
Poland and the Baltic states series will be able to comin the early 1940’s, Joseph mence this spring. However,
to the a total of $15,000 is needed
ghetto, but rather ioined the to start the lecture series.
Polish National Underground
an
T hrough a
Army. Stevens spent ap- nounced by Mary
on
ycflrs ifl tJic October 29,
to
:•Tuiisn ivSiSiancv. l
the Joseph
time he committed
Endowment
of valor, including
matched with an
- button. Thus a
nications, supply
tion will raise
troop convoys.
1 An
; A fter W W H , Si
seph Stevens
moved to Grand
dowment Fund are tax de
where h6 raised a
ductible as allowed by law.
a printing
Checks, made payable to
refused to forget the
GVU Foundation: Stevens
o f the Nazi
by Endowment, can be mailed
being "active as a
to: GVU Foundation, 2 Foun;itp p o tter^in d g M
* tain ST. N £ „ Grand Rapids,
g el'” for the Nazi
MI*49503. GVU,
course offered at Grand Val- Executive D irector Joyce
ley State University for the Hecht at 242-6600.
past five years.

V

.

M.K1NG from p.l

ion University, and is a visiting
professor of Vanderbilt Univer
sity’s Divinity School. He is a
member of the United Negro
College Fund governing board
and several college boards, and
is author of The Young Negro in
America and Sermons from the
Black Pulpit.
Proctor’s lecture is titled

1/3/91:
An accident occurred in
Ldt G. While backing out
of a parking space, one
driver hit another. The car
that was struck received
damage to the front fender
and passenger side door.
No one was injured.
Preventive Tips to save
money and pain:
The Department of Pub
lic Safety Services would
like to offer a couple tips
for a safe snow season now
that the winter weather is
here.
With this weather comes

Pell Grant Funding Cut
(CPS) - Students may find
themselves competing for fewer,
smaller Pell Grants for the 199192 school year, thanks to a
possible $145 million shortfall in
funding few the program, the U.S.
Department of Education has
confirmed.
The shortfall, if it occurs,
would come as the result of a
last-minute funding cut made
during the 1991-92 federal
budget n eg o tiatio n s, which
Congress finished Oct. 27.
Legislators approved a $100
increase in the maximum Pell
Grant - bringing it to $2,400 and initially appropriated $S.3
billion for new grants.

But at the last minute, 2.41
percent was cut from most
discretionary
program s,
including the Pell G rant
program.
To save the money, the
E ducation
D epartm ent,
depending on changes in
national
en ro llm en t
and
economic conditions when it
needs to take action next
February, might implement a
“linear re d u ctio n ,” said a
department official who didn’t
want to be named.
In plainer terms, about 71,000
students nationwide would have
their grants cut by $225.

Another 1.22 million grams
would be trimmed by about

Si 00.
The cuts wouldn’t effect about
2.2 million of the neediest
students who, because of the
$100 increase, would receive
bigger grants, the official said.
In all, 3.37 million students
would get average grants of
$1,495 in 1991-92, down from
the 3.44 m illion students
receiving grants averaging
$1,504 this year.
“Wc’rc talking about a S9
difference” for the students who
still get grams, the Education
Department official said.

EATING from p . l ---------------------

"From the Past Wisdom, For the
Future, Vision.” His appearance
is sponsored by GVSU’s Martin
Luther King, Jr. Committee.
No prior registration is neces
sary for either event For more
information, contact Antoineue
Wilson, assistant director of
GVSU’s Multicultural Center, at
895-2177.

POLICE BEAT
1/2/91:
A student fell on an icy
sidewalk between Kiikhof
Center and the Library.
She received only minor
pain in her right forearm.

depend on how surgical and fast
condemning Iraq’s behavior, it
war beyond Kuwait
the coalition acts.” Junn added,
sends a strong message to Sad > ' Junn went on to say that the
“If the U.S. does attempt to in
conflict would likely be con
dam Hussein that he has little
vade Kuwait with ground forces,
world support.
fined to the middle east with a
then larger numbers of U.S. sol
very remote chance of an attack
One factor that could cause a
diers would be killed. I would
on Turkey. Turkey has sta
break up in the multinational
not consider ground warfare, but
tioned troops along its border
coalition is non-participation by
“ some of theArabic countries, or — with Iraq, and last week a-----would—wipe out supply lines.
bases, and certain key indus
their pulling out of Saudi Arabia.
fighter squadron was sent there
tries."
The Western European nations
from West Germany;
Anyone interested in writing
Junn commented further that
in the coalition is a strong force,
letters of support to Grand Val
and will participate in a possible
if war comes; President Bush
ley students serving under ihc
conflict, Junn said.
can clean up Saddam’s military,
Junn felt in the event of U.S.
in terms of military and air
U.S. armed forces in the middle
military force against Iraq, Sad
east, can contact Dan Campbell
bases, and missile sites within a
in the History department.
dam Hussein would deliberately
few weeks.
try to involve Israel in the con
"The amount of time and
flict, in an attempt to spread the
number of casualties seems to

slippery roads, parking lots,
and walkways. Because of
thU, there is a greater chance
for people to slip and fall, in
juring themselves.
“We would like to reduce
slip and fall accidents, and
the easiest way to do that is
by wearing proper footwear,”
said A1 Wygant, Director of
Public Safety.
Wygant encourages not
wearing shoes with slick bot
toms or high heels, while
walking outside, from now
until spring.
Another important tip is for
people to clear all windows
of their vehicle completely.
Too many people, in a hurry
when brushing snow and ice
off their car, clear only a por
tion of their windows. The
extra snow or ice remaining
on the window may pose as a
blind-spot and increase the
chance of an accident.

with eating disorders,” added To
bin.
Forest View Hospital has vis
ited are high schools, colleges,
and health clubs with the in-serv
ice program. Additional informa
tion, support, and free confiden
tial help is offered through Forest
View in their support groups lo
cated in Grand Rapids and Jenison. For exact location and times
of the support groups call Forest
View Hospital at 942-9610.
Anorexia and bulimia can cause
serious health problems and even
death if left untreated. Common
anorexics/bulimics include young
women between the ages of 12
and 24 who suffer from stress,

lack of self-confidence, social
pressure, guilt, or other psycho
logical problems.
In the October 17 article on
anorexia in The Lanthorn,
Grand Valley freshman Kim
Monroe stressed the importance
of support groups and getting

help as she commented, “When
you’re anorexic you arc very re
bellious and you don’t want
someone to tell you to stop, so I
think it’s good to be with peers
that arc experiencing the same
thing you arc.”

l i i i i i
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• $44 Double
• Complimentary
Continental
Breakfast
•Kitchenette

”

•T V w /C able &HBO
•F ree Local Calls
T n rn tp H '
1/2 B lo c k E a s t o ff 196
3825 28th S t SW
Grandville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
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Peace Corps To
Celebrate 30th
Anniversary in '91

*

PHOTO BY: JASON DENNY

Sophomore ( hrr ('oplen hikes a ride on ihe wild side. ( 'b i s and mans of his friends have made mans
during dci on o through Ihe ravines as the ski hill is currently closed due to the instability of the Grand
River

DETROIT - On March several new countries in
<1, 1961 President John F. the past 18-months, in
Kennedy signed the execu cluding five in Central
tive order officially creat Europe, and the agency
ing the Peace Corps and expects a period of un
later that same year he precedented growth over
the next two-years.
helped to send off the first
group of Peace Corps Vol
In response to this in
unteers heading for Ghana,
creasing demand for vol
unteers, Peace Corps is
West Africa.
Nearly 30 years later, actively seeking Ameri
approxim ately 130,000 cans skilled in Education,
Ameri- cans have shared Agriculture, Health, For
their skills and their love estry, Business, Special
with the people of over Education, Math, Sci
ence, Engineering and
100 developing nations
throughout Latin America, other fields. Volunteers
Africa, Asia-Pacific and enjoy free travel; paid
medical/dental; a com
Central Europe.
Peace Corps is one of fortable living allowance;
the proudest legacies left student loan forgiveness;
behind by one of Amer graduate education op
ica’s most popular presi portunities and a $5,400
dents and represents John end-of-service bonus.
F. Kennedy’s vision for
Grand Valley students
and faculty can get more
world peace and intercultural understanding.
information on Peace
This vision first took
Corps by attending a film
shape on the steps of the and information session
Michigan Union on the on January 30 at 7 p.m.
University of Michigan
in the Cove. A 30-min
campus during the 1960 ute film featuring the
presidential campaign. In lives and work of three
the early morning hours of Peace Corps Volunteers
October 14, 1960, Ken will be shown and Peace
nedy catted for the forma C o rp s r e p r e s e n ta tiv e s
tion of an international de and former volunteers
velopment organization to will answer questions.
An information tabic is
be staffed by young
also scheduled from 10
A m erican
volunteers.
a.m. until 2 p.m. January
University of Michigan
30 in the Kirkhof Center.
students embraced the idea
The
presentations are
and within six - months the
free and open to all ma
Peace Corps was bom.
The celebration of Peace jors and members of the
public. For more infor
Corps’ 30th anniversary
mation call the Detroit
this March will not only
Peace Corps office at 1com m em orate
the
agency’s long and distin 800-533-3231.
guished history of helping
others to help themselves,
but the inileslone will also
be a time to kxrk enthusi
astically into the future.
Peace ( 'orps has entered

What ifyou
don’t get into
the school of
your choice?

()f course, you may get into
some other school, but why
settle7 Prepare for the admis
sions exam you're facings
be it SAT, LSAT. GMAT, GRE,
MGAT. or others with
the best test prep company
Stanley H Kaplan
For nearly 50 years, Kaplans
test taking techniques have
prepared over one million stu
dents, boost ing their scoring
power and test confidence
So call Kaplan Why go to
just any schtxil, when you
can go to the one you w a n t ;

U o fN m a y
R e c o n s id e r
W A SH IN G TUN D.C. tC I’S) -

()nly seven U .S. companies have
left South Africa as a protest
against apartheid so far in 1990,
down from 24 in 19X9 and a
record 40 in 19X7, the Investor
Responsibility Research Center
reported November 6.
Separately, the University of
Nebraska’s Board of Regents,
which has a resisted calls to
dnest its investment portfolio of
shares in firms that do business

in South Africa, may soon
iceonsider Us policy, t GIN
associate u . e president lor
administration James Van Horn
told an apartheid awareness
panel.

I’age 3

U N I V E R 6 I T Y

JKAPLAN

STANUTHIAftANEDUCATIONALCtNTUUD
THE WOR1 DS LEADING
IT ST PREP ORGANIZATION

© VAu1

9 Monday - Thursday 8:30am - 6d>0pm
9 Friday 8 :3 0 m - 4:30pm
9 Saturday
I IdHhm - 4,-OOpm

2h27 FAST BELTLINE 5 F.
(JR A N D RAPIDS, MI
4 9 5 06-5937
CALL: (6 1 6 )9 5 7 -9 7 0 1

W ed n esd ay
January 1 6 , 1 9 9 1

-

_

—

“

Y o u r T urn
I V U I W V IB

■ I 11 W a

mager, Historian.
1941, “A day that shall live in
In the winter of 1941, a devas
infamy.” Infamous not only in
taring, offensive attack was
the fact that it brought the
made against the United States p United States into World War II,
by the Imperial forces of Japan.
but it also gripped the southwestO f course, I am speaking of
em U.S. with fear.
Pearl Harbor.
December 7,
See LEARN p .ll

By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor

Dear Editor
Someday there will be a generation of young people that turn to the
"In this solemn hour we
older generation and ask;
pledge our fullest cooperation to
“Before you send us out to die, show us that the ‘killing fields of
you, Mr. President, and to our
country. There cannot be any
war’ are the last resort
^
“If we are dying for oil, show us your energy programs for the last
question.
There must be no
10 years. Show us the letters each of you wrote to demand that the
doubt. We, in our hearts are
government implement long-range energy policies and research pro
Americans—loyal to America.
grams.
We must prove that to all o f
“If we are dying to diminish the weapons capabilities of a country,
you." -Telegram to President
show us we are not to be killed retrieving the weapons you gave to that
Roosevelt from the Japanese
country. Each of you, show us the letters you wrote to your legislators
American Citizens League, De
demanding a sane weapons control policy.
cem ber?, 1941.
“If we are dying to stop a mad-roan, understand we can only die
"It is sobering to recall that
once and there are so very many mad-men. Show us the letters you
though
the
Japanese
wrote to your legislators demanding this country not deny our ideals in
relo’cation...wasjustified to us on
order to gain a ‘momentary ally’ only to denounce and then war with
the ground that the Japanese
that same ‘ally’ a few years later.
were potentially disloyal, the
“And, before you teach us to kill all the innocent ‘victims of war’,
record does not disclose a single
show us the letters you have written to your legislators demanding a
case o f Japanese disloyalty or
consistent, practical, long-range foreign policy we can all live with “ sabotage during the whole
instead of kill and die for.
war..."
-Henry Steele Com“Before you send us off to war, show us how much you tried,
mager, Historian.
because your silence could be the biggest
killer of all.
“We acknowledge that our generation
will pass to our children a set of government
policies. These policies will be created ei
Do you feel, with the shadow o f a war with
ther through our thought and participation
Iraq looming over our heads,that Arabor through our silence. But, right now, it’s
your time. Each of you, show us how hard
Americans will bear the brunt o f prejudice
you tried!”
and hatred similar to that against the
I want you to know that I have voted and
Japanese Americans in the 40*s and 50’s?
written for 20 years—most of my genera
tion has not done likewise.
I wanted this letter to wake-up my gen
eration and to warn yours as to the conse
quences of not assuming that responsibility.
As far as I’m concerned, if there’s a
war—everyone over 35 should go—not
your generation. Hopefully, this will end
peacefully.
Best Wishes,
Patricia D. Hilton
Homemaker

Wake Up
America!

Dear Editor
In response to James E. Weddigen’s
letter in the last Lanthom publication of
1990.
Mr. Weddigen’s controversial letter
began by staring his concern about
people who think they have the right to
bum the American flag. I perfectly agree
that burning the American flag is not
solving any of America’s problems.
However, his letter contained some re
gards of which it is evident that he is ig
norant of.
Mr. Weddigen mentioned that our ene
mies bum the American flag. He also
stated that if he was a citizen of another
country and saw citizens of the U.S.
burning their flag, he would think that the
people of America had no unity or love
for one another. Well, why don’t you
wake up and smell the coffee Mr. Weddi
gen? In many cases, there is no love and
unity in the U.S. Many of the enemies
See WAKE p.5

Dan Hylen
Senior, Photography
“No, It’s hard to say because
it’s been so long.”

Sheri Wusko
Senior, Nursing
“I can’t help but think that it’s
inevitable if the cost of Ameri
can life is great.”

Of CMS 1GK BUNN IK.

vn

GWVITY-l

1K» » 60®

T h e Q u e s t io n :
By Bob Cooley & Emily Stankey

Dawn Hamden
Freshman, Pre-Physical Therapy
“I really don’t think so. You
have to realize that people arc
people, and you shouldn’t hold
stuff against them.”

Rod Bohannon
Sophomore, Pychology
“No I don’t. Everything isn’t
racist anymore. It’s alLaboutproperty^

Rich Easterbrook
Sophomore, Biology
^ “Y esr-T 'd O .
It’s a racial
thing.They’re going to see
their skin color, and just relate
that with Iraq.”

__________ J
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A Presidential Letter
To College Students
If armed men invaded a home
This brutality has reverberated
in this country, killed those in
throughout the entire world. If
their way, stole what they
we do not follow the dictates of
wanted and then announced the
our inner moral compass and
house was now theirs — no-one
stand up for human life, then
would hesitate about what must
his lawlessness will threaten
be done.
the peace and democracy of
And that is why7 we cannot
the emerging New W orld O r
hesitate about what must be done
der we now see: this long
halfway around the world: in
dreamed-of vision we’ye all
Kuwait
worked toward for so long.
There is much in the modem
A year after the joyous dawn
world that is subject to doubts or
of freedom’s light in Eastern Eu
questions — washed in shades of
rope, a dark evil has descended
gray. But not the brutal aggres
in another part of the world. But
sion of Saddam Hussein against
we don’t have the chance — and
a peaceful, sovereign nation and
ygJMYC the obligation— to stop
its people. It’s black and white.
ruthless aggression.
The facts are clear. The choice
I have been in war. I have
unambiguous.
known the terror of combat
Right vs. wrong.
And I tell youths with all my
The terror Saddam Hussein
heart’ I don’t want there to be
has imposed upon Kuwait vio
war ever again. I am determined
lates every principle of human
to do absolutely everything pos
decency. Listen to what Am
sible in the search for a peaceful
nesty International has docu
resolution to this crisis — but
mented. “Widespread abuses of
only if the peace is genuine, if it
human rights have been perpe
rests on principle, nol appease
trated by Iraqi forces ... arbitrary
ment.
arrest and detention without trial
But while we search for that
of thousands ... widespread tor
answer, in the Gulf young men
ture ... imposition of the death
and women are putting their own
penalty and the extrajudicial
lives on hold in order to stand
execution of hundreds of un
for peace in our world and for
armed civilians, ihcluding chil
the essential value of human life
dren.”
itself. Many are younger than
Including children. There's
my own children. Your age,
no horror that could make this a
most of them. Doing tough duty
more obvious conflict of good
for something they believe in.
vs. evil. The man who used
Let me tell you about one of
chemical warfare on his own
the soldiers over there, S.F.C
people — once again including
Terry Hatfield, a young man
children — now oversees public
from Georgia. He sent me a
hangings of dissenters.
And
Christmas card. And this is what
daily his troops commit atroci
he wrote. ~
ties against Kuwaiti citizens.
“Mr. President, I just wanted

The

© L a n th o m

you to know my soldiers and I
are ready to do whatever mission
you decide. Freedom as we
know and enjoy has been taken
away from another country and
must be restored. Although we
are separated from family,
friends, loved ones, we will do
what must be done ... We stand
ready ancl waiting. God Bless
you and the U.S.A.”
Terry understands the moral
obligation that has compelled
our extraordinary multi-national
coalition to make this stand in
the Gulf. To look this interna
tional terrorist straight in the eye
and say: bo concectaaions. To
proclaim for now and for the
future: no compromises. To
bear witness by our presence to
the fact that aggression wilLnot

be rewarded.
Terry waits thousands of miles
from the White House, yet we
share the same thoughts. We
desperately want peace. But we

Page 5

know that to reward aggression
wreak on the world’s emerging
would be to Cnd the promise of
democracies if he were in con
our.New World Order. To re
trol of one-filth of the world’s
ward aggression would be to de
oil reserves. And to reflect o n ,
stroy the United Nation’s prom
the terrible threat that a Saddam
ise as international peacekeeper.
Hussein armed with weapons of
To reward aggression would be
mass destruction already poses
to condone the acts of those who
to human life and to the future of
would desecrate the promise of
all nations.
.HE?
humah life itself.
Together, as an America
A nd-^ffill-dQ -nong of liiis.
united against these honors, we
There a s times in life when we
can, with our coalition partners,
confront values worth fighting
assure that this aggression is
for. This ia one such time.
stopped and the principles on
Each day that passes means
which this nation and the rest of
another day for Iraq’s forces to
the civilized world are founded
dig deeper into their stolen land.
are preserved.
Another day Saddam Hussein
And so let us remember and
can work toward building his
support Terry Hatfield, all our
nuclear arsenal and perfecting
fine servicemen and women, as
his chemical and biological
they stand ready on the frontier
weapons capability.
Another
of freedom, willing to do their
day of international outlaws, in
duty and do it well. They de
stead o f international law.
serve our complete and enthusi
I ask you to think about the
astic support — and lasting
economic devestation that Sad
gratitude.
dam Hussein would continue to
President George Bush

WAKE from p.4 —----------------that you referred to are right here
in America. Ameripa is not a
paradise, filled with the peace,
love and unity that many make it
out to be. Inlact, America is not
even everything that the Ameri
can flag symbolizes. It is too
bad that many Americans pre
vent us from reaching this ideal
istic state.
It was obvious that a lot of Mr.
Weddigen’s frustration was di
rected towards African-Ameri
cans in particular. We are aware
that slavery ended 125 years
ago. We are also aware that Af
rican-Americans are free to re
turn , as Mr. Weddigen sp rudely
demanded. However, Mr. Wed
digen may not be aware of the
fact that African-Americans
have no true home to return to.
If Africa was where he was re
ferring to, he might take note
that although blacks are the ma
jority , they are exploited even
more in Africa.
Simply stated, as an African American, I will not go any

The Lanihorn is the student-run newspaper of Grand Valley
State University. The majority of its revenues are raised through
advertising sales. The opinions expressed in tint Lanthom are not
necessarily those of Grand Valley State University.
The deadline for all advertising material is 5 p.m. on the Thurs
day prior to publication.
The Lanthorn offices are located in the Kirkhof Center, 1 College
Landing, Allendale, MI 49401. Phone (616) 895-3120. Sub
scriptions to the Lanthom are $20 per school year, payable in
advance. Make checks payable to “The Lanthom—GVSU."

where. Instead o f loving it or
leaving it, as Mr. Weddigen sug
gested, it is time to change it and
love it. I will continue to speak
out against the injustices of
America and uplift the dream of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. I will
also continue to speak up for my
rights as a citizen of America
and justice will be reached “by
all means necessary.”
Since Mr. Weddigen has so
much pride and integrity in the
American flag and the values of
peace and equality that it repre
sents, I would like to give him a
challenge. In fact, I would like
to challenge all concerned
American citizens to get edu
cated about the injustices of
America and to get the facts
straight before we place the
blame on invalid sources. Let us
get to the root of the problems
and learn our history. Then and
only then will we truly be able to
say that we are “one-.nation, under God, indivisible with liberty
and justice for a ll"

Sincerely,
LeLande Bond
(Editor’s note: It should be
noted that the aforementioned
Mr. James Weddigen is currently
serving in the armed forces and
has been stationed overseas and
may very soon be fighting for
the freedoms that we all hold
precious.-RB)
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S o m e th in g To
T h in k A b o u t...
"To sin by silence
when they should
protest makes cow
ards out o f men."
—Abraham Lincoln

S u p p o r t Life
You are invited to join the

MARCH FOR LIFE
Monday, January 21 at 7 pm
beginning at Holland Centennial Park
and proceeding to the Civic Center.

S tudents A gainst D riving D runk

Signs and banners welcome.

— --------------- ------ ----------C g D ------------------------------------

INVITES YOU TO

CAMPUS LIFE
NIGHT.
January 17th - 7:00 pm - Fieldhouse

Come See WhatGVSU Has To Offer.
Meetings Monday 7:00 Kleiner 13 - New Members Welcome.

Special Thanks To Flint Neuroscience
Funded by FIPSE GRANT

Attend the

Pro Life Rally

Thursday, January 24 at 8 pm.
Central Wesleyan Church
446 W. 40th Street, Holland
Speaker: Shari Richard
Ultrasonographer and producer of the
VHS Video "Window to the Womb"

For more information,
contact:

Right to Life of
Holland Area

Holiday Billboard Contest Winners

■

be generated
the Greeks. The organization or group o f individuals generating the most hours of
community service will be recognized with a plaque and
traveling trophy for their accomplishments.
•.

-y.

'

Jan , 21-26 * Volunteer Fair, 9a.m.-3p.m., Kirkhof Lobby Each day of the week, representatives from various non
profit agencies will be on hand to discuss their agencies
goals and volunteer needs.
- "V
- , ,
! <• W ednesday, Ja n 23 - Blood Drive, U:00am-4:45pm, KC
Promenade - Save a life by donating a pint of blood. Better
yet, donate your time and assist the Red Cross on site!

.

Verna Hill, Prof. Roz Muskovitz, and Julie Veurnik pose with their
winning designs.
By Chris Schulz
Campus Life Writer
With all the creative and tal
ented students on Grand Val
ley’s campus it should come as
no surprise that over the holidays
two of these students were rec
ognized and rewarded for their
talents.
Julie Veumik and Vema Hill
each earned a place in a bill
board contest held last semester
prior to Christmas.
The contest, sponsored by
Gannett Outdoor Advertising, al
lowed students from area
schools such as Grand Valley,
Grand Rapids Junior College,
and Kendall School of Art and
Design, to compete. Students
were allowed to submit as many
ideas as they wished, and all en
tries were judged by a group of

selected media representatives
from Grand Rapids area agen
cies.
The object of the contest was
to present an idea for a billboard
to be displayed in the city of
Grand Rapids with a Christmas
or holiday theme.
Julie Veumik won second
place with her idea of a tradi
tional Christmas tree. She chose
the idea, she said, because it
was “simple but attractive.” The
second prize award was a sixty
dollar gift certificate to Rogers
Department store.
Verna Hill submitted four
ideas for a billboard, and won
fourth place with her idea of a
mailbox ornamented with Christ
mas decorations. She received a
forty dollar gift certificate to
Rogers Department store.
A student from Kendall

PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY

School of Art and Design won
first place.
Veumik and Hill both heard
about the contest through their
Lettering I instructor, Roz
Muskovitz. The class was given
the assignment to design a bill
board for the contest.
Both GVSU students said they
enjoyed participating in it and
plan to compete again next year
ii they have the opportunity to
do so.

On Friday, January 18 at 8
p.m., GVSU will host area band
The Screaming Karats. Kitchenhead, also an area band, will
be the opening acL
The concert, billed
“Screaming For Radio” is spon
sored by the student group Spec
tral Perceptions and Vinyl Solu
tion, both of which are actively
involved in supporting and
stimulating the West Michigan
Music scene. Proceeds of the
concert will be used to continue
a concert series at GVSU and to
create an on cmapus student-run
radio station.
Spectral Perceptions President,
George Bliss, said he understood
that Grand Valley is the only
university in Michigan without a

student station.
He added, “Grand Valley did
have a student station, with a
number of students that went on
to highly successful careers in
communication and broadcast
ing.” (Tony Gates, M. Dung,
Kevin Matthews, Steve Aldrich,
etc.)
Bliss stressed the importance
of a radio station on student life
and as a career training opportu
nity. Concert organizer, Dave
Gebben, said he is determined to
establish a radio station by next
fall.
“Screaming For Radio" will
be held in the Promenade Deck
of Kirkhof. The door opens at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are S3 at the
door or $2 of retumables.

i, J a n 25 - Open Forum:
Environmental Issues,
12:30p.m. KC Mainsail - An open forum discussion on the
environment, featuring panelists from the GVSU community
and Grand Rapids area. Sponsored by Omicron Kappa and
Student Senate.
Saterday, J a n 26 - “Into the Streets”: Service Day, 12-4p.m.
Meet at KC Lobby at 11:30am. - 10-15 sites in Grand Rapids
will be targeted for GVSU volunteers. Transportation will
be provided. Diverse groups will be assigned the site that
they are most interested in. There will be sites for all of the
Volunteers GVSU areas, from youth to hungcr/homclcsncss
to seniors and many more.

Recycling At
GRAND VA LLEY
Batteries

A ll s m a ll b a tte rie s (D .C .A A .s tc .) w a tc h
a n d c a m e r a ty p e s

Cans

Spectral Perceptions
Concert

W ednesday, Jan 23 - Empathy Training, 9p.m., KC Cabins A sensitivity training program designed to increase aware
ness about die disabled and their experiences. Sponsored by
Pi Kappa Phi.

Corrugated
Glass

S te e l, a lu m in u m , tin

c o rr u g a te d c a rd b o a rd m a te ria l: b ro w n
p a p e r bags

Glass:
Colored

c o n ta in e rs

Newspaper

N e w s p rin t o n ly (m o s tly s h in y a d v e rtis e

C o lo re d g la s s fo o d a n d b e v e ra g e

m e n tc ir c u la rs a re n o t n e w s p rin t); n o
b ro w n p a p e r b a g s o r tw in e

Paper

"O ffic e ” p a p e r, u p to th ic k n e s s ot
m a n illa file fo ld e rs

Paper Bags

B ro w n p a p e r g ro c e ry b a g s

Plastic

M ilk & w a te r ju g s ; a ls o c o lo re d
p la s tic (m o to r o il, d e te r g e n t) N o
c le a r p la s tic (p o p b o ttle s )

Styrofoam

C u p s , p la te s , p a c k in g m a te ria ls

Project

Remember
By Beth Grienke
Campus Life Editor

Last week a letter signing dis
play was set up in Kirkhof Cen
ter called Project Remember
Daniel Campbell, assistant pro
fessor of history, was the coordi
nator. Mary Sceger, Dan of
Academic R esources, and
Dorothy Mapes, history instruc
tor also contributed to this en
deavor.
The display tables contained
the names, information about
current status and condition of
the known GVSU students acti
vated with Operation Desert
Shield.
The University Bookstore do
nated 1,900 postcards for the
purpose of writing messages to
the activated students. The
postage for the packets of cards
will also paid for by the univer
sity.
The Jenison Meijer’s contrib
uted ribbons to P ro je c t
Remember so that as a lasting
reminder, those who had fin
ished writing postcard messages
could take a yellow ribbon and
wear it to remind others.
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Calder Exhibits
By Am y Lutz
Entertainment Writer

The Calder Gallery hosts
many exhibitions during the aca
demic year. One particular show
featured through December dis
played works from Bachelor of
Fine Arts student, Kristen Or
gan.
Organ, a metals candidate, is
one of a handful of artists major
ing in metals.
The Grand Valley metals pro
gram is orchestrated by Associ
ate Professor of Art, Beverly SeIcy. This section of the art de
partment began when Seley
joined Grand Valley’s staff in
1972. She stated that in the early
1970’s, “crafts had a popular ap
peal.” Grand Valley branched
out at this time from the fine arts

to “crafts” such as metals and
weaving.
Weaving was ultim ately
phased out because of the in
creased interest in metals. An
influx of non-traditional students
encouraged this move.
T oday’s metals program
stresses the concept rather than
the object. With this fine art ori
entation and conceptual theory,
metals is now a prime division in
the academic arena
Recruitment for the metals
program occurs by word-ofmouth since it is not a required
course. Most high schools do not
offer metals, so students have
little to no experience when they
enroll in Seley’s introductory
class. By the end of the first se
mester of metals, students are
equipped with knowledge and

Campus
Calendar

skills to transport them through the metals pro
gram.
Exhibitions for metals pieces are infrequent
because the insurance of the gold or silver used
in the works is quite high. An exhibition in the
Calder Gallery proves to be a great opportunity
for a metals artist.
The majority of BFA majors in metals find
work in the field. Many find jobs in jewelry
stores and repair shops as well as create their
own line of metal work.
The Calder Gallery has many exhibitions
scheduled for the rest of the semester. Now
through February 2, Dellas Henke’s Sabbatical
Exhibit is on display.
All of Grand Valley is encouraged to visit
the gallery between the hours of 10-5 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and
10-7 p.m. on Thursday.

PHOTO BY BOB
COOLEY

Sculpture
stu d en ts

Paul Amenta
(above),
David
Gilmour,
Elizabeth
Girard, and
James
"Rabbit"

For :
January 17-23:

Ih u rsd a x :
7p.m.: Campus Life Night,
Field House
7-11p.m.: Film, Eve on the
Prize, and display for
"Upward and Onward,”
Field House lobby

Thom as

sculpt the

Friday:
1:30-2:30 p.m.: “Upward and
Onward” lecture by Susan
Taylor, Promenade Deck,
Kirkhof
7p.m,: UPB Alternative
Film Series, Cabnet.

sn o w

sculpture
C o n flic tin g
In tere sts,

outside of
the Calder
Fine Arts
Building in
protest o f the
Persian G ulf
Crisis.

132 LHH

9p m.: UPB Blockbuster
Series, Always. 132 LHH
9p..m.: Spectral Perceptions
Concert, Promenade Deck,
Kirkhof

10 a m - 3 p.m.: Dog Sled
Races, South Lot, Field
House

Sunday:
10:30 a. in.: Dialogue

Worship Service, Portside,
Kirkhof
3:30 p.m,: All Campus

Worship Service for
"Upward and Onward,”
Promenade Deck, Kirkhof
M onday
2-3:30p.m.: “Upward and
Onward” lecture by Samuel
Proctor, Promenade,
Kirkhof
Wednesday:
11:45 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.:
Blood Drive, Promenade,
Kirkhof
Noon, 4 p.m., 7 p.m.:
Excellence in Leadership
Seminar, Delegation
7:15 p.m.: Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship,
Kleiner B
9p.m.: Mid-Week Bible
Study, 224 Commons
9p.m.: UPB Blockbuster
Series, lronwecd.132 LHH

Opportunities available
Student Senate !

with

the

Stop by the Student Senate office today
and pick-up an application. We are
located directly behind the Student Life
office.

Experience the ability to make a
difference.

S T U D E N T SENATE
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a n th e r

By Rachel Mermell
News writer

Reverend Donnell Smith (from New Hope Baptist Church)
gives an oration about King.

Grand Willey Students (from left) Robert Hunt and Lorenzo
Sharpe sit with friend Steffon Edmonson (from GRJC) and
listen to a reading o f MLK's "I Have A Dream" speach read
by GVSU student Russell Petty.

ALL PH O TO S
BY BOB
COOLEY

Martin Luther King, Jr's birthday and the spiritual
his ethics
were ce le bra te d M onday, January 1A th The " oh
nonviolence" a ttra c te d an estim ated 200 people ir inc
workshops and the third annual m arch from the (>,
Center to Fountain Head Church of G rand Rapids
This program was sponsored by students repres
Colvin College, Davenport College, Grand Rapids
College, and G rand Valley State University
Concurrent workshops representing issues su<
edu ca tion , bridging the racial g a p , and barriers ran
10:00-11:30 a.m. O ne issue considered was what to r ;■
race that has so m any different terms app lie d to it
A ccording to James Walker, an instructor in cr.rmnoioi
GVSU," ...it is African-Am erican The only Americans were
w e mostly killed off - the A m erican Indians i simply d o n 't war
to ch an g e again...one of the reasons is we need tr_
emphasis on ourselves. Africa ca nn o t be the m otherianc
have linkages with Africa. Our identity is very unique '
The m arch itself b eg a n at 12 00 P M individuals cc
clusters of black balloons and silently g ra c e d the sidewall
their trek to Fountain
Head C hurch Signs statir
Representative Henry, we will not forget your vote fo r
rem inded p e o p le of the present possibility of a confiic* sir
to that of Vietnam. Amy Rosencrans said. " I got
frightened. I have spent years cleaning up m regarc
Vietnam ." A nd one m an joined the p arad e as if passoc

Jf^

An iwuy 1ir *1 or a ” kl
1he iror i / of ” ■■ •■ h
United Nations den ;
'or
proved to be a very .
: iSf
Sonya Norton of Da.-- ' : 4
a ttended the e ve r •
■ ‘or
Head Church and p ; : • Jtl
that the sound w o , :
uncertainty of war
Arme Smith - Air-.
Stl
the civic-m inded V
th
nave protested V c
' ’St
> a lot o f people ?(•:*’ ■
: 01
inside thge ausr
' ‘hr
artiri 1other Kiriq ■ ,
GO
G g o kers who oao'<- •
•■a
ri<,-e< ts arid the r ■• :■
bonnel Smith sumr • :
os
of opportunity. Iona •
9..
A musical sele< '
••a
j Dream" fo llo w :
.01
Alexander,
it was : . ■ Of
Rapids It'S COmirig
,
tj
with the Gulf Crisis "
Sonya Norton o ' i
oc
organizational c o ^ " ••
-h<
■jut ‘ hat plann.ng : . . : ir
r olidays only O th e r ; ■ ty
: alleges m the area ; •• '•3P
r a through stuaer ‘ a :
■A
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mk ti > ’ is job os o valet
ig one day prior to the
rqi pullout trom Kuwait
• estim ated 200 peo p le
mole in front of Fountain
;k balloons in the hope
to be heard amidst the
tvisor from GVSU. said of
Jr " I know he would
■ j ‘,'ing war ( Vietnam
e ju e

eulogy for the late
npam ed by various
rit day multicultural
tion The Reverend
rote Am erica, 'land

III"

Jr $ famous “ I Have
p a rtic ip a n t, Ernie
the city of G rand
Img It's very ironic
ego arid m em ber of the
nr,sored the celebration
tem per with recesses for
art c a m e from individual
om ch an n el 8, 17, and 35,
mth- Alexander.

Marchers procede
down Fountain St.
during the march
carrying banners and
signs in memorial of
MLK and in hopes of
world peace.

By Amy Lutz
By Chris Flisek
I am not an overt feminist, but
I do protest when chauvinism
shows up uninvited.
I believe the worst place for a
woman to venture is anyplace
where automobiles are involved.
Just a simple oil change is trau
matic to a female ego if she
chooses the wrong establish
m ent
In my life, I have had the oil in
my car changed three times
when I was alone. I went to the
same place each time.
I was admittedly nervous on
my first visit I tried to act like I
was a mechanic myself, but they
knew. They could tell it was my
first time.
They showed me parts o f my
car I didn’t even know existed.
Step by step they told me that
my antifreeze was okay, but my
pvc (or pcv I still don’t know
what it is) valve needed to be re
placed. Yeah, sure. I had $20
for a $21.95 oil change. Thank
goodness for the $3 off coupon.
On my second trip, coupon in
hand, I felt better until I forgot
which type of oil I was supposed
to get.

Quaker State or Valvoline?
Thirty or'forty weight? I took a
guess and hoped for the best
The mechanic just glared at me
as I felt stupid and rolled my
eyes at him.
I survived yet another trip.
Why do I set myself up for
this type of humiliation. I think
it’s the coupons.
So, yes, I did it again. This
time was die w orst I finally felt
like I could handle the situation
without having to drown my sor
rows in a chocolate milk shake
on the ride home.
I drove my car slowly into the
garage, trying to straddle the
large canyon beneath the earth as
the mechanic slowly flagging me
into die cave.
“Here we go again,” I mut
tered to myself. Somewhere the
theme music to Jaws was play
ing.
“It’s only ten minutes...only
ten minutes,”1 said reassuring
myself.
Everything was going along
rather smoothly until the me
chanic-man came over to me and
said, “ w ould physou liake

akdidlk blah blah blah...”
“What? I said not understand
ing his mumblings.
. “Would you like thirty or forty
weight?" he said with an an
noyed tone in his voice.
I was mad. How dare he treat
me as if I knew nothing about
the oil in my car. How dare he
be irritated with me because he
can’t properly annunciate his
words.
I was mad.
I guess I still am.
Over break I went with my
dad when he got his oil changed.
As his truck was under inspec
tion, I told him my my plight the
last time I had my oil changed.
Like the guy he is, he told the
mechanic of the “ma and pa” oil
chang place he frequents about
my previous experiences, so he
gave me a crash course in quick
oil changes.
I was enlightened.
So the moral of the story is:
don’t always give into the pres
sure of using coupons. Or, don’t
be cheap. If you want good
service, your are going to have
to pay for it. What a sad thought.

It's Oscar Time!

PEOPLE O N G LASS BUILDINGS SH O U LD N'T THROW
SCULPTURES ! THE L O ST FORD TAPES: A GRAND
RAPIDS MUSIC SAMPLER

Pick this one up, if not for
those involved, at least for a
keepsake. I mean, you never
know, one of these bands
could be big someday and
this puppy could be worth
something. (Remember, An
thony Kiedis, the lead singer
of TTie Red Hot Chili Pep
pers is from Grandville, so...)
This is a really nice compi
lation, (although the title is
pretty dumb and far too
long.), put together by Tom
Jamrosz and Tim Johnsons
(both of The Screaming Kar
ats) and various people at
Vinyl Solution and L A .V .T t
essentially proves that, al
though not very large, there
is a decent alternative music
scene in G.R. and it’s not a
town overrun by the omni
present top 40 dance crowd.
(Even though, it is close.)
Most of the stuff on here is
m id-tem po stuff, nothing
overtly raucous. It’s a good
blend of styles, from the
rootsy songs by The Scream
ing Karats; “I Want To Be
long" and The Willeys, “Se

crets." (Which is one of the
best cuts on here.) There’s the
Molly Hatchet/ Allman Bros,
sound of The Cheeztones,
“Radio Hell” to Einstein’s
“Mannequin” which reminds
me a lot o f “Mr. Roboto” by
Styx, (but it’s a pretty gopd
song nonetheless.) The TB ones’, “T alked To My
Baby” is a great heavy blues
song sung in a deep John Lee
Hooker growl.
Kitehenhead’s, “Bricks to
Build" is a surprisingly weak
cut, compared to the stuff on
their phenomenal indie debut,
CAKEWALK.
The best cuts on here are
“White Horse" by The Voice.
It’s, a beautiful, lilting song
that reminds me a lot of Chris
Isaak,(but I’m not sure if the
title is a drug reference or not.
Not that it matters, it’s a great
song.) and Interior’s “FRank
Booth’s Joyride” the heaviest
song on here. If you’ve seen
Blue Velvet, it is intensely hi
larious, if not, you won’t get
it
See MUSIC p .ll

fa r and Rot
ANDY:
Here are the Oscar nomination picks from the Gospel according to Kar. These, in some
areas, are not what Robert Bennett, the former Nostradamus of filmdom, picked for
the nominations.
Hence, Rob and I are doing this competition for control of the universe.
ROB:
You’re eoing down in flames Kar!
ROB'S PICKS

ANDY'S Pit KS

BEST PICTURE:
The Godfather Part III
Goodfellas
Avalon
Hamlet
Miller’s Crossing

BEST PICTURE:
Goodfellas
Green Card
Miller’s Crossing
Dances With Wolves
Awakenings

BEST ACTOR:
A1 Pacino-7Vie Godfather Part III

BEST ACTOR:
Kevin Costner -Dances With
Wolves
Robert DeNiro-Awa^emngr
Robin W il liam s-Awakenings
Denzel Washington-Afo’ Better
Blues
Ray Lioua-Goodfellas

Armin Mueller Stahl-Avu/on
Robin Wfl&stns-Awakenings
Gerard Depardieu-Cyra/to De Bergerac
Gabriel Bymt-Miller’s Crossing
BEST ACTRESS:
Marcia-Gaye Harden-AfrY/er’j Crossing
Meryl Stieep-Postcards From the Edge
Bonnie Bedelia-Presumed Innocent

BEST ACTRESS:
Marcia-Gaye Harden-Afiller’s
Crossing
Meryl Streep-Podfcarrir From the
Edge
Debra Winger-77ze Sheltering Sky

Mia Farrow-A//ce
Glenn Close-Hamlet

Lorraine Bncco-Goodfellas
Billie White law-T/ze Krays

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Jon Polilo-Afi/Zer’i Crossing
Joe Pesci-Goodfellas
Danny Aiello-Once Around
Bruce Davidson-Longtime Companion
Graham Greent-Dances With Wolves

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Paul Sorvino-Goodfellas
Joe Pcsci-Goodfellas
John Turtuiro-Af///er’s Crossing
Jon PoUlo-MHler’s Crossing
Graham Greene-Danced With
Wolves

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Lorraine Bmtco-Goodfellas
Talia Shire-77ze Godfather Part III
Julie Kavner-Awakenings
Joan Plowright-Ava/on
Dianne Wiest-Edward Scissorhands

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Penelope Ann Miller-Awake/irngj
Julie Kavnet-Awakenings
Joan Plowright-Ava/o/i
Whoopi Goldberg-G/wd/
Shirley Machame-Postcards From
the Edge

BEST DIRECTOR:
Francis Ford Coppola-77ze Godfather
P artlll
Martin Scoicese-Goodfellas
Barry Levinson-Ava/o/i
Paradise
Kevin Costner-Da/icer With Wolves

BEST DIRECTOR:
Francis Ford Coppola-77ze Godfa
ther Part III
Martin ScoKese-Goodfellas
Alan Parker-Come and See the

Penny Marshall-Awa/zen/ngr

Kevin Costner -Dances With
Wolves
Penny]
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By Rachel Mermell
Richard BacH’s New York
Best Seller and love story, The
Bridge Across Forever is a
novel much like his most famous
one* Johnathan L ivingston
Seagulijeganiing fairytale qual
ity. This is the only way that an
author can pull off such a weird
stoiyline and in this case Bach
upgraded the realism a bit in or
der to make it more autobio
graphical.
Bach mentions that sometimes
we live too realistically and for
get that we can reach our destiny
beyond the horizon.
“Prin
cesses, knights, enchantments
and dragons...are here-andnow...
Our century, they’ve
changed clothes, o f course.
Dragons wear government cos
tumes... failure suits, and disas
ter outfits. Society’s demons
screech; whirl down upon us
should wc lift our eyes from the
MUSIC from p.1 0 ---------The other bands on here
deserve mention, also: Pillar
of Fire, Instant Zoo, Infec
tions, and the rap group,
Euro-K, who have made it
semi-big. Strangely enough,
there’s is the weakest cut on
here. I mean, they can rap
and the sampling is cut

LEARN from p.4---------- -------Most noticeable among these
states was California. The Cali
fornians were convinced that
their state was to be the next tar
get for an attack by Japanese
forces. This, along with nation
wide paranoia and an already
negative feeling towards AsianAmericans, helped to bring
about the introduction of reloca
tion and internment camps.
During the 1940’s, approxi
mately 126,947 Japancse-Americans were placed in these camps,
which in reality were closer to
concentration camps than most
would care to admit.
Even
though the United States consid
ered Germany and Italy our ene
mies, Germans and Italians were
dealt with on an individual basis
rather than to be placed in simi
lar camps. The reasoning behind
this was that people can’t really
tell the difference between an
Italian or a French person if they
were standing side by side, but a
Japanese person was very easy
to spot in a crowd.
Before long, many stores had
signs in their windows proclaim
ing that Japanese were not wel
come in their stores, soon after
that, the internment camps be
gan. For the fust time in Ameri
can history, race alone deter
mined whether or not an Ameri
can citizen would remain free or
become incarcerated.
Many
would argue that the same hap
pened to African-Americans dur
ing the age of slavery in the
United States however, when
African-Americans were brought
to this country, the sole intent
was to sell them into slavery.

ground, dare we turn right at cor
ners wev’e been told to turn left.
So crafty have appearances be
come that princesses and knights
can be hidden from each other,
can be hidden from themselves.”
This sums up Bach’s life.
When he gave up his vocation as
a pilot in order to be a writer,
society didn't think he’d make i t
When sudden wealth hit him the
government denied him his right
to pay back money owed in
taxes (due to a neglected ac
countant) on the basis of his ce
lebrity status.
His soulmate majestically ap
pears as a princess amidst the
government’s heated fire and
both embark on an. equally
romantic and painful journey
into reality and fantasy.
Bach’s method of fantasy is
wtiat makes him so controver
sial. In Johnathan Livingston
down to a minimum but the message isn’t anything I haven’t
heard put better on a Public Enemy or Boogie Down Produclions d i g j H |
At any rate, buy this. It’s 6.99
(cassette) and 9.99 (c.d), you get
twelve bands and the proceeds
go to the West Michigan Environmental Action Council.

Seagull it wasn’t considered as
intense in nature because the
characters were seagulls. In this
case, though human beings are
portrayed in the futuristic fan
tasy and (he relevance becom es.
either astounding-or disturbing.
Toward the end of the novel,
Bach touches on issues of meta
physics and seems able to see
into different stages of his life
with the perspective of a sage.
Whether Bach believes he can
really do this or is just reflecting
upon his life is at many points
unclear. Yet, tff6 theme of
Bridge Across Forever is con
cise: Find what you want by
searching relentlessly for it and
everything that happens can only
shape you.
Tliis bizarre book offers incen
tive to get on with goals that
have stagnated or dreams that
have almost gone asunder. But
if one takes portions of this
novel too seriously then they
will have forgotten to take into
consideration Bach’s modem
fairy tale mode and remember
that . after all, it’s a love story.

We rgplly need to get a good
. scene going on here, so be a pal
and buy this. It’s available at
Vinyl Solution (28th st.), T he
Incredible One (7th & Alpine)
and probably other places too.
It need not be Hammer time
forever,
NEXT: I ain’t sayin’. I’m
living for the moment.
mm
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Calling Up The Reserves
Thousands of reserve-units will be called up to bolster
regular forces in or on their way to the Middle East.

What K Means:
•The president can call up to 200,000reservists and the
National Guard for up to 90 days without congressional
ipproval. He cian also request a 90-day extension.
3m b|(^upport positions including: port
security, cargo handling, medical, water, search and rescue,
SOURCE: Illinois National Guard, reserve units
v . .. ............. .
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N e w M usic R elea ses
B y Steve Townsend
Features Writer

---------------------

It i$ easy t0 justify spending
money on music, it’s one of
life’s necessities. Now arrives
an opportunity to buy music,
support AIDS research, and
enjoy a horizon of new music.
With proceeds to benefit the
world’s fight against AIDS, a
compilation o f over twenty
artists’entitled Red, Hot + Blue
is readily available. Each song
is a modem interpretation of a
Cole Porter original, provided by
a diverse collection of modem
musicians, including U2, Neneh
Cherry, Erasure, Lisa Stansfield,
Jody .W atley, and Sinead
d ’Connpr. This collector’s item
is a real benefit to a very real
problem.
•.
♦FRONT 242 will soon
release Tyranny (For You) for its
new record label* Epic.
♦New Edition vocalist Ralph
Tresvant has become the fourth

N £ . spinoff to hold the #1 R&B
single and hit top ten on the
singles chart.
♦Morrissey’s, recently released
album Bona Drag is merely a
collection of singles and works.
Next month, fans will be treated
t0 Kill Uncle consisting o f all
new material.
♦The New Year will bring
new album releases from Sting,
Lenny Kravitz, Bryan Adams,
U2, and Use Your Illusbn from
Guns n ’ Roses. Peter Gabriel
will speak his mind on his fust
regular album in five years.
Paula Abdul is putting together a
reportedly solid second effort for
1991, while De La Soul has
created a 22-song package of
peace-rappin’ digitalexcellence.
♦Upcoming shows include
Living Colour on Feb. 11, Indigo
G irls on Feb. 13, The
Replacements on Feb. IS, and
INXS on March 4 and 5 (Spring
Break!) at the Palace.

stalls. It said, “Look everyone, I
an ax to grind may take this op
same mistake twice. Guess what
and it was years before they
just
gave birth to an Iraqi!” This
portunity
to
carry
out
activities
folks?
We
very
easily
could
gained their citizenry. Many of
comment
was obviously refer
against
Arab-Americans."
Met
make
this
same
mistake
again.
the Japanese-Americans that
ring
to
human
feces. Also, as
ropolitan
Detroit
has
one
of
the
With
the
countdown
to
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in
were incarcerated had been bom
President
Bush
spoke to the na
largest
Arab-American
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Persian
Gulf
practically
an
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on
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tions
in
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States,
most
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overheard
one
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noticeably
in
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cans may soon feel a different
rian, Harold M. Hyman wrote,
other, “Now we get to bag some
born.
kind of prejudice. According to
“...even this sorry event was
According to FBI sources, the
camel jockeys.”
/
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h a n d le d
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behav
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is
being
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on
a
o
f
the
by offi“strictly
voluntary-type
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ior
has
got
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The
United
Americanc i a 1s
"The United States
States conflict in the Persian
view basis,”. Abdeen Jabara,
Arab Antirather
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is with the Iraqi govern
former
president
of
the
AAADC
D
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ithan by
conflict in the Persian
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says
that
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could
n
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very
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u
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A
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who
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Then,
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right than we
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with the
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ment of U.S. troops. “It’s also
ter, mem
help
of
the Iraqi p eo p le."
or racism in this country ever.
delivering a message by the FBI
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S u p rem e
Let’s not make the same mis
to other Americans that some
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their com
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how
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have
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Opinion
Editor
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b
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K o r e . _
and
freedom
will be in contra
Even
on
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questioned
matsu vs.
diction
of
itself.
This is, after
pus
I
have
seen
examples
of
by the FBI Terry Ahwal, a
the United States, the internment
all,
America.
prejudice
against
Arab-Ameriboard member of the AAADC,
camps were abolished. An at
"Those who fail to learn his
cans. In one of the men’s rooms
says that many people are fearful
tempt to make amends was made
tory
are doomed to repeat it."
of the Arab communities and
in the Kirkhof Center, I saw
just four short months ago when
- Unknown.
that “...now vigilantes who have
some graffiti in one of the toilet
Attorney General Dick Thorn
burgh issued over S 1.25 billion
in reparations payments that the
United States w ould issue
Americans of Japanese ancestry
who were forcibly relocated and
interned during World War II.
Said Thornburgh, “Your struggle
for redress and the events that
CD
led to today are the finest ex
amples of what our country is
about and of what we have
pledged to protect and defend.”
T hursday & Su n d a y night specials '
Good words that were long over
50® DRAFTS
•
due. Many times have 1 heard
©►
$1.00 HIGHBALLS ^
*
my peers refer to the mistakes
W ITH THIS AD
made in the past by previous
FREE CO VER THURSDAY,
GO
generations and they all sol
Jan u ary 17
- >
emnly swear not to make the
•»
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Men's Hoop Blows Late I nj u r ie s Taking Their
Lead, Splits U.P. TVip T .
„ 7
* „
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
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Last week,
Grand Valley
Stale's men's basketball team
took to the road once again and
headed to the Upper Peninsula
for a two-game stin t The Lak
ers now boast a 12-3 record,
having played all but two of
those games on the road.
Thursday, January 10, GVSU
lost a tough battle to Michigan
Tech, but the Lakers bounced
back on Saturday to grab a vic
tory at Northern Michigan.
At Houghton, Grand Valley
gave the Huskies a scare, but
were unable to hold off a 86-83
Michigan Tech. win.
The Lakers were ahead 83-82
with six seconds remaining, but
the Huskies sank four free
throws within that time to pull
off the victory.
Brent Wichlacz led the Lakers
in scoring and rebounding, pour
ing in 20 points and pulling
down seven boards. Steve Har
vey helped Grand Valley’s cause
with 16 points and five re

bounds.
Saturday took GVSU to Mar
quette, where they downed the
Wildcats 63-45. It was the first
Laker win titTfotfhern Michigan
since January 1978 and also the
fewest points Grand Valley has
scored in a victory since January
10, 1985, when GVSU defeated
Wayne State University, 61-59.
The Lakers were paced by
Todd Jenks' 15 points, and an
all-around balanced game by Ja
son Devine assisted in the win.
Devine netted 12 points, hauled
down five boards and had four
assists and five steals.
Grand Valley’s 12-3 record
gives them a number 12 ranking
in the latest NCAA Division II
poll. The Lakers are 3-2 in the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Ath
letic Conference, putting them in
a four-way tie for first place with
Lake Superior State University,
Ferris State University, and
Hillsdale College.
The Lakers will host Hillsdale
on Thursday, January 17 at 7:45
p.m. Wayne State will visit on
Saturday, tip-off time: 3 p.m.

Toll on
Laker Wrestling Program

By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer

Last weekend, the Grand Val
ley State University wrestling
team went to Indianapolis for the
Midwest Classic.
Four o f the Lakers' starters,
two of them All-Americans,
were injured and unable to com
pete. Tom Barker (167 lbs.),
Collen Newberry (190 lbs.), and
All-Americans Scott Marvin and
Pat Lambrecht were out of ac
tion due to injuries.
The most serious injury was
to Marvin, who injured his back
before the end of last semester
and had surgery last Tuesday,
whomay be out for the season
“We’re missing four starters
from our line-up and two of
them are our best kids,” Coach
Jim Scott said in reference to
Marvin and Lam brecht, “It

makes a big impact.
At Indianapolis, the Lakers
placed two wrestlers in the top
five.
Dwayne Knieper (134 lbs.)
took third place with his only
loss to Chris Faber of Northern
Montana.
Knieper beat last
year’s champion, Carl Yanek
from California State (Pa.) by
pinfall at 3:50 of the third pe
riod.
Mark Cosby finished third at
158 pounds and Terry Davis at
heavyweight were the only other
Laker to finish in the top eight.
The Lakers’ numerous injuries
put holes in the starting line-up
that weren’t filled for the meet.
Instead, a junior varsity squad
(theLaker Wrestling Club) went
to Dowagiac, Michigan for the
Chris Taylor Tournament at
Southwestern Michigan College
to give more of the younger

Lady Lakers Split
in the Conference

wrestlers a chance to compete.
Six Lakers placed either first
or second in the tournament
Rob Urban (118), Matt New
comb (150), Kyle Miller (158),
and Steve Zurek (Heavyweight)
finished first in their divisions.
Mike Astraukas (134) and
Von Neel (190) took second
place finishes in their respectivedivisions.
This weekend, the Lakers
travel to Lake Superior State to
wrestle. All of the wrestlers with
exception of Marvin should be
healthy enough to compete;
however, Scott will not make the
trip due to medical problems.
According to Scott, his ab
sence in the Upper Pennisula
shouldn’t affect the team.
“Wrestling is an individual
sport. Sometimes when these
things happen, the kids wrestle
better because of it,” said Scott

tlifi

By Sandy Bloomer
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women’s basketball team
matched up with stiff competi
tion and split a pair of road
games late last week. The Lak
ers dropped their first game to
the Huskies of Michigan Tech,
but came back to defeat North
ern Michigan Univesity.
Michigan Tech out-shot Grand
Valley in first half action to take
a 38-20 lead. The Huskies shot
16 out of 29 from toe field for 55
percent. The Lakers, in com
parison, went 9 for 27 from the
field for 33 percent.
During the second half, Michi
gan Tech once again dominated
offensively. The Huskies shot
10 percent better than Grand
Valley.
The Huskies also out-rehounded the Lakers 26 to 15.
This brought the Lakers a 76-50
loss.

Carrie Dillon brought home 15
points, five rebounds, and three
assists for the Lakers. Marie
Thomas racked up 12 points and
live rebounds. Mary Katsma
added eight points to the final
score.
Grand Valley then traveled to
Northern Michigan University,
bringing home a high scoring
90-84 victory.

The first half was hard fought
as the lead changed hands four
teen times. Both teams shot well
from the floor, as Grand Valley
hit 55 percent and Northern
Michigan hit 62 percent
Unfortunately for Grand Val
ley, N orthern
M ichigan’s
slightly better shooting percent
age brought them to a 49-45 half
time lead.
The Lakers came out hot in
the second half to bring home a
victory. They shot an outstand
ing 68 percent from the floor.
Northern Michigan, on the other
hand, cooled off offensively and
shot 41 percent from the floor.
Carrie Dillon and Marie Tho
mas teamed up offensively to
lead the Lakers with 18 points
each. Dillon and Thomas also
matched each other defensively
with nine rebounds each.
Shelli Nemeth and Mary
Katsma helped out the Lakers
with 16 and 14 points respec
tively. Nemeth lead the Lakers
with eight assists as well.
Grand Valley’s overall record
now stands at 9-5 for the season.
The Lakers’ record in the GLIAC
is 2-3.
The Lakers play host next
week as Hillsdale College comes
to town on Thursday at 5:45
p.m. and Wayne State University
comes on Saturday at 1 p.m.

■
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hardest worker on the team,
in games and practice.
When he scores, we, .win;
and his play against Calvin
proves that fie is our number
one offensive threat.”
The game was a huge
confidence booster for
Grand Valley, as beating
Calvin is considered the
Lakers’ biggest goal each
se&on.
wwgui.of vic
lory proved that the Lakers,
art im proving consistently
and was very satisfying for
the players,
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With Dave Benner

i
balanced offensive and defensive
attack in football.
•Tom Monoghan and his circus/soap opera Tigers’ front of
fice is beginning to look more
and more like that of the NY
Yankees o f the last several
years. Those strides are the only
significant ones that the Tigers
have made to match up with
anybody in the AL East.
The Toronto Blue Jays, based
on their trade moves and free
agent acquisitions, are light
years ahead of any other team in
that division.
•Will the Pistons trade anyone
or for anyone, as has been ru
mored lately? Not likely. Their
bench is not deep enough nor do
they own any considerable draft
picks.
•Pete Rose made headlines last
week when he was released from
incarceration, then subsequently
barred from Hall of Fame eligi
bility . So the questions about his
worthiness of election to the Hall

•With a split-decision on a na
tional champion in coUege foot
ball this season, proponents o f a
playoff system will once again
be making themselves heard.
But an entire playoff system
makes no sense (for reasons
mentioned in my column be
fore).
Instead, why not wait until
the bowl games are over then
choose the two most- accom
plished teams and have a na
tional title game the following
weekend?
•If there can be a more de
pressing story in 1991 than the
post-Orange Bowl death of AllAmerican nose tackle Chris Zor
ich’s mother then I don't want to
hear it.
•My picks to advance to the
big dance Jan. 27 are the red-hot
NY Giants (how I hate to bet
against Joe Montana) and the
ever-steady Buffalo Bills. For
get the Silver n’ Black Attack
(Suami Sarah and Jerry’s pick)
because the Bills have the most

of Fame were brought up once
again; Should he or shouldn’t he
gain admittance?
I do not condone his gam
bling actions in any way but he
should be ju d g ed for his
behavior on the field. “Charlie
Hustle”, the player, had 4,200+
hits, a 44-game hitting streak,
numerous All-Stiar appearances ,
etc., not Pete Rose the gambler
and tax evader.
The Hall of Fame is not full of
choirboys: Babe Ruth was an
alcoholic and Ty Cobb was per
haps the dirtiest player of alltime, for instance.
•Jack Pardee got what he de
served in the NFL playoffs: an
early dismissal. His choice to
leave would be-leaguc MVP
Warren Moon in the game dur
ing the regular season finale ( a
game which they were trailing in
by 20 points with 2 minutes left),
which resulted in him fracturing
a thumb, was senseless.
•I’m all for classifying prolific .
NCAA basketball scoring rec
ords according to whether or not
they were attained against
Loyola- Marymount
•Don’t cry for deposed Eagles’
coach Buddy Ryan. Anyone
who can’t win a single playoff
game in five years with Randall
Cunningham at quarterback
should be forced to coach at
New England, not just be fired.

Extensive Practices Led the M en’s
Swim Team to an Easy Victory
Grand Valley to an easy Wayne
State defeat.
'•
“We really practiced hard
these past two weeks and it
showed in todays times,” re
marked Laker coach Dewey
Newsome.
Grand Valleys’ efforts also re
sulted in their winning of every
event and many personal best
times. Among these best times
were the200m edley relay team ~

By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer

Grand Valley m en’s swim
team returned to action last
week, defeating Wayne State
University 94-75. This was the
Lakers first meet since the
Christmas break.
Although
Grand Valley students were on
break the swim team continued
their regular practice schedule.
These practices eventually led

of Curt Warner, Mario Magnetta, Brian K eiser,, and Joe
Skrycki who turned in a time of
1:46.19.
Other personal best times in
cluded Matt Taylor’s time of
10:48.04 in the 1000 free.
Dave Achterhof.swam a per-

Laker Track Teams
Start their Indoor
Season on the Road
jump.
•
Franklene Hodges and Canara
Price in the sprint events, Trena
Yonkers and Sandra Terrell in
And they’re off! Grand Val
the distance events are all ex
ley State University men’s and
pected to have successfull sea
women’s
track sqliads have
sons.
started competition for the 1990
Juniors Julie Edinger in the
indoor track season.
high jump, Connie Klein in the
Friday, the men competed in
hurdles and Kristal Mack in the
the Eastern Michigan Relays in
sprints are looking to be one of
Ypsilanti. Laker wrent Dykestra
the Lady Lakers strong areas this
won the pole vault competition
season.
with a vault o f 14’ 6".
Sophomore Tammie Gipe is
According to coach Gary Mar
showing determination in shot
tin the returning athletes to
put and should be one of the
watch this season are senior
conferences top competitors in
Nussan Mahammad the 1990
the conference.
GLIAC Champion in the 100
On a sad note, Grand Valley
and 200.
will be missing the indoor and
Junior Pete Bodary in the dis
outdoor 800 GLIAC Champion
tance events, and sophomore
senior Kelly Cole whom is
Steve M enenderveld in the
forced to sit out due to a stress
hurdles.
fracture.
Martin stated, “The men’s
Last year, the women placed
team is young, with a lot of help
third in the GLIAC Indoor
from freshmen and football play
Championship. Martin is confi
ers we are going to suprise some
dent of a higher place in 1991.
people in the GLIAC.”
Martin commented, “ we have a
Saturday, the Grand Valley
seasoned team that is ready to
women’s squad competed in the
take on any challenge the season
Michigan Relays, held in Ann
has will give."
Arbor. Senior Sandra Terrell,
Martin stated, *T”m happy
1990 GLIAC Champion in the
with both teams’, because they
1000 and 1500, set a new school
are fired up and ready to go.
record in the 1000 with a time of
With the addition of Scott Stone
2:48.4.
to the coaching staff, he brings
Freshmen Jennifer Denton
in spirit and experience that will
tied the Lady Laker record in the
help guide the 1991 Lakers (then
high jump with a height of 5’4".
and women) to a very successAccording to Martin there are - full season.
quite a few returning athletes to
The Lakers will be hosting a
watch for m the 1991 season.
meet against Aquinas and Lan
Seniors Karey Anderson in
sing Community College Friday.
the high jump, Regina Brewer in
At 6 p.m.
the long jump and the triple
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer

See SWIM p. 15

What steroids

CLASSIFIED ADS

In w om en

In men
Large doses decrease the
production of testosterone,
causing breasts to grow, testes
to shrink and impotence.

V

The drugs bring out male
characteristics: decreased
breast size, deeper voice,
the growth of facial and body
hair and an enlarged clitoris:

In m en and w om en
Steroids can cause acne
and hasten the normal
balding process in men.
They promote athero
sclerosis by increasing
blood levelsof cholesterol,
thereby promoting the artery
clogging disease. They also
decrease levels of the “good
cholesterol” the body uses to
fight heart disease.
The drugs can cause psycho
logical effects, such as
aggressive behavior, mood
swings and depression.

In teen-agers
Steroids can stunt growth by closing the epiphyseal growth plates,
the spongy parts of the bones that expand during growth.
SOURCE: Miami Herald

— ._ .

Fundraisers

Services

STAFF WANTED working
with youth who have special
needs one weekend per month
in a camp setting. Paid posi
tion. Possibly more work in
future. Great experience.
Internships available. Con
tact Mark Habermas, Eagle
Village, Inc., 616 832-2234.

Best Fundraiser On-Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
orstudentorganization that would
1ike to earn 4500-$ 1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing proj
ect. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Marcy or Monica
at (800) 592-2121, Ext. 123.

TYPING - Term papers,
resumes,*Snd more! Reason
able rates. Call WORD
PR O C E SSIN G S E RV 
ICES OF JENISON at4571903 today!

ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const., fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,000 mth. CALL NOW!
206-748-7544 Ext A-438

FA ST FUNDR AISIN G
PROG RAM

National marketing firms seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top com 
panies this school year. Flexible
hours with earning potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be or
ganized, hardworking and money
/ motivated. CallMarcyC.at(800)
r v 592-2121. Ext. 123.

$1000 in just one week. Earn up
to $1000 for your campus organi
zation. Plus a chance at $5000
more! This program works! No
investment needed. Call 1-800932-0528 Ext. 50

-Personals
ALONE? Looking for some
one to iuve?? Choose dates
from portfolios with photos.
Prompt. Safe. Private. Fun.
Free registration for students.
Call FRIENDSHIP FIND
ERS for free brochure or no
obligation appointment 455-3177. Serving singles
since 1978.

CLASSIFIED ADS wanted for The Lanihom. 53.00 for she first 15 words. 15* for
each additional word. 51.00 for border. All ads must be prepaid. The Lanthom office
is located in the lower level of Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The Lanihom, Grand
Valley Stale Universtiy, Allendale, MI 49401. Deadline is six days prior to
publication (Thursday at 5 pm). Special GVSU Student Rale: 51.00 for the first 10
words, (Minimum charge).
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Crew Prepares
for Upcoming
Spring Season
By Gregg HartsufT
Sports Writer
As the winter semester arrives,
the GVSU rowing team begins
to complete their practice sched
ule, on-water training, and com
petition schedules.
Winter workouts will begin on
Monday, January 14 in the Gym
nastics room of the Field House.
Varsity practice will be in the
morning. Novice practice will
begin at 3 p.m. and end at ap
proximately 5 p.m. Any persons
interested in rowing this semes
ter can contact Ramsey Rey
nolds at 895-4294, or come to
the gymnastics room at 3 p.m.
The winter workouts will be
the primary training for building
strength and endurance. Train
ing is done through weight cir
cuits and ergometer (rowing
simulator) work. Winter work
outs continue until spring break
when the crew has a trip tenta
tively planned for Florida to be
gin on water work. Upon return
ing from spring break, on-water
training continues pending the
ice being cleared.
Competition ranges from vari
ous Midwest ergometer races in
February which include The
Grand Indoor Rowing Challenge
and the GVSU Crew/Grand Rap
ids Rowing C lub co-hosted
event on February 16 in the
Field House.
On-water races begin in April.
The two scheduled races are the
Notre Dame Regatta on March
30th and the Midwest Rowing
Championships on April 27th.
The crew is looking forward to
the addition of a new head coach
this season. Doug Yuri, from In
dianapolis, has moved to Allen
dale to coach the team. Yuri, an
cx-Navy oarcmari, has rowed for
almost 13 years. He plans to re
establish GVSU crew as a com
petitive team in the Midwest.

Campus Cops Gaining Powers, Guns
(CPS) - First there seemed
to be a terrible change in
campus crime nationwide.
N ow , not so . slow ly,
campuses are changing the
way th ey’re defending
themselves against crime.
In recent months schools
have hired more officers,
starting more sophisticated
training programs, expanded
their arrest powers and, most
controversial o f all, begun to
arm their people with guns.
Letting campus police carry
guns is “a logical step to
provide better serv ice,”
maintained John McGinnis,
head of security at Marquette
University in Milwaukee,
w hose unarmed officers
currently are fighting to
become commissioned by the
state and tnus qualified to
carry guns.
On the other hand, many
students at M illersville
University o f Pennsylvania,
where a debate to arm
officers has been raging for
years, "don’t see any reason
for (campus) police to carry
guns,”
reported
Doug
K illough, a member o f
M ille r sv ille ’s
student
government.
Nevertheless, scores o f
schools are considering it
The State University o f
N ew York system , the
University o f M ichigan,
California U niversity o f
Pennsylvania, Millersville,
Marquette and Mesa State
College all have considered
whether to commission their
officers and allow them to
carry guns this year.
Part o f the reason campus _
police want more power
comes from an increased use
of weapons in crimes on

college campuses, said John
guns,” affirmed Oakland
Carpenter, public safety
student Amy Nida. “It makes
officer for San Diego State
the students feel safer.”
University and a former
But 30 minutes away at the
president o f the International
University of Michigan, 250
Association o f Campus Law
students in September
Enforcement Administrators
protested UM’s decision to
(IACLEA).
arm its police officers.
“We have an arsenal here”
Students
“aren’t
o f the arms confiscated from
knowledgeable about what
campus criminals, Carpenter
com m issioning en tails,”
claimed
John Serpe, student
said.
M oreover,
Carpenter
body president at Marquette,
where the campus is divided
added,
“It’s
really
frustrating” for college police
over a proposal to give their
who don’t have the power to
police more powers.
arrest criminals, or carry a
Similarly, about 49 percent
of die students at Millersville
gun, yet still must confront
serious crimes on campus.
State said they opposed a
campus police proposal to
There has indeed been an
carry guns, citing worries
uncanny series o f major
that guns could lead to tragic
league crimes for campus
officers to battle this fall.
accidents and that there
w asn't enough serious
Since the (still-unsolved)
crimes to warrant firearms.
murders o f five students in
In a poll by the Snapper,
G ainesville, Fla., in late
Millersville’s student paper,
August, campus cops have
45 percent of the students
had
to
face
arsons,
supported the proposal.
frightening riots, murders,
Urey
gave such reasons such
assaults and other felonies at
as s e lf defense and an
Lock Haven University, the
increase in violent crime on
State University o f New York
campus.
at Buffalo, Delaware State
“A student asked, ’how
College, and the universities
can you protect us when you
o f Illinois-U rbana, and
can’t
even
protect
California at Berkley.
you rselves?’”
said
“M ost
c o lle g es
and
Millersville police director
universities can’t control who
Wayne Silcox in explaining
the bad people are, and
why
his department wants
w hether they com e on
guns.
campus,” observed Richard
S ilc o x
said
campus
Leonard, security chief at
officers
have
been
Oakland
U niversity in
reintroducing the proposal
Michigan, where police have
each
year since 1986, when a
carried guns for 20 years.
student was stabbed by an
It’s been 13 years, Leonard
assailant.
added, since a campus officer
Unlike many other schools
at Oakland “had to discharge
this
fa ll,
how ever,
a weapon in enforcing the
Millersville decide no to
law.”
adopt guns.
“It’s good they are carrying

“A small majority (of the
campus) would rather not”
have armed p olice on
campus, explained President
Dr. Joseph Caputo in turning
down the proposal in
September.
But campus police argue
they don’t have the tools of
powers they need to battle
the current college crime
wave.
“Y ou’ve got to give
(campus
p olice)
the
equipment to enforce the
law," said San D ie g o ’s
Carpenter.
Even at an urban campus
like Marquette, police don’t
have arrest powers. Tbey
can only hold suspects until
Milwaukee police can arrive
to make an arrest
“I f
they
are
law
enforcement officers and
requisite training is offered,
then they should be armed,”
asserts David Stormer,
president o f IACLEA.
Whether a campus security
force has the powers to arrest
and carry weapons may
affect who stays on the force.
In August L t Robert Fey
left Iowa State University
because
administrators
would not allow campus
police to cany weapons.
N o t carrying weapons
“does not create a stressful
situation for the officers,”
said Millersville’s Silcox.
Whether or not armed
police actually scare away
crim e, the controversy
typically does not fade away
once officers get their
weapons.
“I don’t think
many students know they
carry guns, noted Oakland
student Nida.

DOMINO’S PIZZA

SWIM from p. 14 ---------------Dave Achtcrhof swam a per
sonal bcsl lime of 23.47 in the
50 free and also earned a first in
the 100 back.
Kevin Fortier’s time of
2:09.15 in the 200 I.M. earned
him a first, as did his time in the
100 breast.
Bryan Keizer had a good day
earning a best in the 200 medley
relay and then another personal
best of 53.72 in the 100 fly.
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Keizer also teamed up with Tom
Vandersloot, Joe Skrycki, and
Dave Achtcrhof to win the 200
free relay.
This weekend Grand Valley
men’s and women’s swim team
will travel to Indiana University
to compete in the Indiana Uni
versity Invitational.
Coach
Newsome feels that Grand Val
ley will know where they stand
after this meet.

1 i i ’I S 'E O L ' D ' M n ? i O ? & ' L S A l ‘D !

"Not ALL fraternities are comprised
o f geeks and snobs. There is buf,
ine exception..."

pen A SIQHA PHI
A New Breed Of
fra te rn ity /Wen

LAKER ATHLETES

DOM INO S
PIZZA

OF THE WEEK
Center Marie Thopias receives the Female Laker Athlete
o f the Weekfor leading the wom en’s basketball team to a
1-1 record last week in the Upper Pennisula. At North
ern Michigan University, Marie had
18 points and nine rebounds to lead
the Lakers to a tough 90-84 victory.

Congratulations to captain and center Tom Ferguson for his
outstanding performance in the Laker hockey team ’s vic
tory over crosstown rival Calvin 6-2. T om ’s three goals
and three assists was the main reason for the Lakers victory.
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SEX !
MEDIA
SEX !

Actual circumstances for a war cannot be predicted. This scenario presumes invasion of Iraq, Saudi consent, Israeli neutrality and
allied success at each step In the sequence depicted here.

mm.

Attack Iraq

Establish air superiority
1 , Turkish, Syrian forces threaten invasion from north

»

After Iraq’s a ir defenses are destroyed, attack command centers,
missiles, armor and mobile forces held in reserve to defend Kuwait,
Basra and Baghdad; disable known chemical and biological
weapons depots

-r'M
Satellites and reconnaissance planes pinpoint Iraqi airfields and air
2■ defenses,
missile sites, command centers, tank concentrations
: •

3

.

.

-rcr-;

Jam communications; by night, destroy Iraqi air defense radars,
missiles, anti-aircraft gun emplacements, airfields, aircraft and
their ground service centers and crews; find and cflsable
ground-to-ground missiles

5•

Decapitate Iraqi leadership by killing President Saddam Hussein
and senior leaders with air assaults; psychological effect
Important, even If objective fails

0 a Sever key Iraqi supply line, possibly with Marine amphibious landing

Soviet Union

■

Kuwait

Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia

y

Cut off Kuwait

Pound Iraqi defenders

Rank Iraqi defenses in Kuwait with paratroopers and mobile
* forces striking behind and west of Iraqi lines; attacks will block
Iraqi retreat

Q

O Pin Iraqi defenders in Kuwait by
® ■ moving north a Marine-assisted,
allied Arab force

Destroy massed Iraqi tanks, mobile reinforcements; divert Iraqi
commanders with attacks in the north, west

■i 11 Assail Iraqi defenses in Kuwait with round-the-clock air attacks;
add artillery and armor as possible

11

.

If Iraqis do not surrender, attack defenses in Kuwait with armor and
" ground forces; simultaneously threaten Baghdad with ground
assault to force surrender

SO URCE: W ar gam e designer Jam es F. D unnigan;
Iran-Iraq war expert Edw ard L uttw ak, David Segal and
British Gen. Eddie Fursdon, retired; C enter for

PITTSBURGH,
Pa. (CPS) - College
students’ viewing of
X-rated videos has
m ade them “less
satisfied with their

partners, physical
appearance, sexual
perform ance and
sexual curiosity,” a
study released Nov.
9 by Michigan State
U niversity Prof.
Bradley S. Green
berg found.
Unveiling the sur
vey at a conference
about the effects of
the mass media on
the family, Green
berg added that
teenagers hear at
least 1,400 refer
ences a year to sex
ual activities on the
prime time TV se
ries they watch.
Viewing MTV an
average of an hour a
day,
Greenberg
found, “would add
1,500 more video
sex experiences on
an annual basis to
the
teenager’s
imagination.”

Defense Inform ation; R esearch by Frank G reve,
K night-Ridder national correspondent

AT SERA TEC,
WE DON’T BELIEVE IN
TAKING CHANCES,
TH A T’S W H Y WE

Saudi

I• • •
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#

C o m p u te rs^
owner Jim Shipaila

COLLEGIATE
STARTER K IT
386SX
40 MEG
VGA COLOR
PANASONIC 1180 PRINTER
SOFTWARE INCLUDED

• Use sterile, Disposable Equipment
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated
• Require a Physical Exam Prior To
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
• Physical is FREE
•Yesr Every Donation For Hepc+itis And The Aids
Virus
• Provioe A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment

HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO NEED PLASMA
EARN

457-8690

J

BONUS I

COMPLETE

* 193 C h ic a g o D riv e , J e n is o n
(B e h in d M r. F a b le s)

A WEEK D O N A T IN G PLASM A

NEW DONORS RECEIVE

M 995°°

M ON. & FRI. 10 AM - 8 PM
TU E S ., W E D ., TH UR S. 10 AM - 6 PM
S A T U R D A Y 10 A M - 3 PM

$3000

On Your 1st Donation
(W ith

This C o u p o n )

Local ID Required

l
l

SE RA TEC B I O L O G I C A L S
1973 S. DIVISION
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
CALL OR STOP BY
TUES. - FRI. 7 A.M.- 5 P.M.
CLOSED MON.

l

J

(6 16 ) 241 - 6335

